Please note that neither the Organiser’s nor DWTC can be held responsible for any loss or damage to stands or exhibits.

**Shell Scheme Stands**
GES has been appointed as the official contractor by the Organisers and will be responsible for the erection of the official shell scheme. A full management and technical service will be provided on-site at all times.

The organisers will allow shell scheme exhibitors to modify their shell scheme stand, as long as the design remains within the original shell structure and design has been forwarded to, and approved by organisers before build up.

**AIME Shell Scheme stand description**

![AIME Shell Scheme](image1.png)

**Structure**
- GES Square Profile Stand Frame (2.5mH)
- GES Sodem System aluminium metalworks (2.5mH)
- White Foamex infill panels (2.5mH)
- Infill fascia panel (0.5m), with vinyl cut text for exhibitor name and number
- Exhibition grade carpet, with poly cover

**Electrical Package per 12sqm**
- 3 x White metal Hallide spotlights
- 1 x 3 – pin Electrical Socket
- Mains Power Supply and consumption

**Graphics Package**
- Vinyl cut exhibitor name and stand number in English
- Show Logo

Exhibitors occupying shell scheme stands must ensure that all internal stand fitting and displays are contained within the shell scheme structure and do not exceed 2.5 metres in height. No display materials or logos may be fixed to the shell scheme fascia panel. No fixings may be made to the walls by piercing or screwing anything onto the panels or beams. Exhibitors will be charged for any damages to shell scheme panels.

Exhibitors may affix lightweight photographs and technical information sheets etc. direct to the shell scheme walls with good quality double-sided adhesive pads or similar, provided such material can be removed without damage to the wall panels, any damage made to the panels will result in a charge.

Shell scheme stands will be available to exhibitors to take possession from 12:00noon on 10th February 2020.

**Shell Scheme Stands (Perimeter and Attached)**
- Constructed from the Sodem Modular Aluminium System
- White vinyl covered infill panels
- 70mm deep aluminium beams form the ceiling grid
- Height 2.5m (2.40m to the underside of the ceiling beams)
- Carpet (MRO: Blue, AIME:Red)
- Three spotlights per 9m²
- One electrical socket per 9m² (standard British square 3 pin)

The organisers will allow shell scheme exhibitors to modify their shell scheme stand, as long as the design remains within the original shell structure and design has been forwarded to, and approved by organisers before build up.